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YJBM Online
With this issue, the Yale Journal ofBiology andMedicine inaugurates YJBM Online.
An enhanced electronic version of The Yale Journal, YJBM Online will offer the reader
easy access to the full text of the print edition, abstracts dating from 1991, "reprints" of
special articles of historical interest from The Yale Journal's nearly seventy-year history,
as well as occasional special features and full searching capabilities.
Even a year ago, when the idea of creating an online edition the Yale Journal of
Biology andMedicine was proposed, the Internet was still new to most people, many con-
sidering it the "hula-hoop" of the nineties. Today, one year later, the Web is still with us,
and rather than being a fad that will soon pass, is growing at an even greater pace, with
the number ofhosts (computers that provide information) nearly doubling every year, and
the number ofusers growing at an even faster pace [1]. Not only is the growth ofthe Web
explosive, it is also extending into areas that very few might have expected.
Users can now check current stock prices, read newspapers, watch or listen to broad-
cast news, lookup a phone number or address for anyone in the Unites States, get a
detailed streetmap for most cities in the US, word definitions, weather reports, and amul-
titude of other things [2]. In the field ofmedicine, many sites offer access to Medline [3];
most majorjournals have a Web site (although full text is rare); there are numerous sites
devoted to medical education [4]] and even a searchable Merck Manual exists online [5].
In the last week, I have checked movie times on the Web; purchased books that my local
bookstores do not stock (at a substantial discount); and reserved and purchased a special-
ly discounted airline ticket from amajor carrier. Those who have special access providers,
such as a university, may have access to even more services. All of this is available for
nothing more than the cost ofa computer and Internet connection.
And now Web users can read the Yale Journal ofBiology and Medicine as well. We
hope that YJBM Online will be a useful resource both for readers and for authors. The
reader can be assured that every article published in The Yale Journal has been subject to
peer review, as always, and that the print version is complete and can be read on its own.
We encourage the reader to explore YJBM Online and take advantage of our additional
electronic offerings.
YJBM Online has much to offer the author as well. We will provide authors the oppor-
tunity to add additional or enriching information to the online edition of their paper that,
due to space limitations, cost, or the very nature of the medium, cannot be printed. Color
figures, data, and even movies, sound, or virtual reality [6] are all possibilities. Hypertext
references to related online resources, unpublished work or the author's own web site are
all possible. Links can be made to erratum, related papers or updates (which would be
maintained on the author's own web site). Authors can also link to their article from their
electronic curriculum vitae or bibliography, and, unlike electronic-only journals, articles
published in YJBM Online have a print counterpart for the author to reference, and are
indexed in Medline, IndexMedicus, Current Contents and other databases. This is all new
territory, and The Yale Journal is eager to explore these ideas and more with potential
authors.
In this issue the reader will find apairofarticles devoted to medicine and the Internet.
In "The Internet and Medicine: Past, Present and Future," Doyle et al. discuss some ofthe
things one can do currently on the Internet, as well as where the Internet came from, and
what we can expect in the near future [7]. Ruskin et al. discuss what is involved with
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becoming an information provider on the World Wide Web in "Development of an
Academic Internet Resource" [8] and illustrate with their experience in creating GASNet,
the Global Anesthesiology Server Network, a comprehensive resource for anesthesiology
on the Intemet [9].
We plan to continue to publish such articles in the future, and to include more reviews
ofelectronic resources, from computer programs and CD-ROMs to online resources. It is
ourhope that both the reader ofThe YaleJournal and authors will find YJBM Online a use-
ful resource. Any comments, suggestions, or ideas are welcome.
Daniel M. Mayman
Webmaster, YJBM Online
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